RELIGIOUS FREEDOM IN ERITREA

I. LEGAL FRAMEWORK

A. Religious Protections in the Constitution

Currently, Eritrea’s Constitution has no force, in actuality, because it has not yet been implemented. However, the unimplemented Constitution grants various protections for religious freedom. For example, Article 14 of the Constitution of Eritrea, titled “Equality Under the Law,” says that “[n]o person may be discriminated against on account of . . . religion . . . or any other improper factors.” Additionally, Article 19, titled “Freedom of Conscience, Religion, Expression of Opinion, Movement, Assembly and Organisation,” provides that “[e]very person shall have the right to freedom of thought, conscience, and belief,” that “[e]very person shall have the freedom of speech and expression, including freedom of the press and other media,” and that “[e]very person shall have the freedom to practice any religion and to manifest such practice.”

B. Religious Protections in Statutes

According to the Constitution, the Eritrea National Assembly has the power to enact laws, but because the Constitution is still awaiting implementation, the executive has become a de-facto lawmaker. Governing statutes include the Transitional Civil and Penal Codes of Ethiopia as modified by Eritrea. As noted by the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees website, the 1957 Penal Code of Ethiopia is the Transitional Penal Code. A copy of The 1957 Penal Code of Ethiopia shows somewhat adequate protections for religious freedom, but this Code may have been superseded by Eritrea’s proclamations, as discussed infra.
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The 1957 Penal Code of Ethiopia, Article 4 provides that the criminal law applies to all without discrimination based on religion. Additionally, Article 281 states that it is a punishable offense to intend to destroy a religious group, and engage in (a) killing or harm to the mental or physical health of group members, or (b) prevention of the propagation or survival of group members, or (c) compulsory movement or dispersion of people, or placement in conditions designed to result in their death or disappearance. Article 771 requires punishment for public blasphemous or offensive remarks toward “the feelings or convictions of others or towards the Divine Being or the religious symbols, rites or religious personages.” Article 816 allows public religious collections and appeals for money to be exempt from having to be authorized by law. Article 486 requires punishment for publicly disturbing authorized religious ceremonies or profaning places or objects used for religious ceremonies. Article 79 provides that a religious conviction may be an extenuating factor to consider in mitigating a penalty. Article 282 prohibits forced religious conversion against the civilian population during a time of war. Article 408, governing authorized disclosures and those compelled at law, provides that religious confession shall never have to be disclosed. Article 480 prohibits stirring up religious disturbances. Article 563 prescribes special punishment for a child abductor who has the purpose of moving the child “to an environment foreign to his religious convictions or to his deepest feelings.” Article 635 provides for special punishment for theft of religious objects. Article 654 provides for extra punishment for property damage done to “important objects[s] of religious veneration or worship.” Finally, Article 705 provides as a religious duties exception upon which a court may grant an individual permission to leave during house arrest.

Proclamations issued after independence in 1991 by the Eritrean Government and published in the Gazette of Eritrean Laws rank in authority next to the Transnational Civil and Penal Codes in the hierarchy of laws. Several proclamations make clear that the Eritrean Government is clamping down on religion and religious groups and limiting whatever protection they have in the codes. For example, a 1995 proclamation, Proclamation No. 73/1995, explains that religious groups that “interfere[] directly or indirectly with government politic through campaigns and mobilizations and create[] public unrest or cause hostility or offence among different religions or nationals, are legally liable.” Additionally, religious groups may only undertake legal action related to their spiritual nature; all political activity of religious groups is prohibited and they are heavily regulated by the “Department of Religious Affairs, within the Ministry of Internal
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II. RECENT RELIGIOUS PERSECUTION OR DISCRIMINATION REPORTS

A. United States Governmental Reports

In its International Religious Freedom Report 2008, the U.S. State Department noted widespread religious persecution, mainly on the part of the Eritrean government. According to the Report, “[r]eligious leaders were unable to publicly advocate for freedom of religion for fear of being arrested,” and attempts by U.S. officials to meet with government and religious leaders about the issue have been rebuffed.

The Eritrean Government “severely restricts freedom of religion for groups that it has not registered, and infringes upon the independence of some registered groups.” The government decreed in 2002 that all religious groups must register, and closed all religious facilities unless the facility was related to one of the four major religious groups: the Eritrean Orthodox Church, Roman Catholic Church, Evangelical Lutheran Church of Eritrea, and Islam. There also were reports that the government has suppressed other religious groups, harassed and failed to recognize them, restricted gatherings, detained individuals, forced recantations, and tortured religious detainees. However, the Eritrean government has dismissed U.S. concerns about its religious freedom, pointing to the lack of conflict between Christians and Muslims and claiming that allowing more religious freedom would disrupt the “social harmony.” Moreover, the government also claims it would implement its Constitution (which contains religious protections) when the border with Ethiopia is set. From 2004 onward, the U.S. Secretary of State has designated Eritrea a “Country of Particular Concern” (“CPC”), and sanctions have been applied under the Arms Export Control Act.
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The U.S. Commission on International Religious Freedom (“USCIRF”) 2008 Annual Report notes many of the same severe restrictions as the State Department’s 2008 Report. A second USCIRF report estimated the number of religious detainees as high as 300, and noted others were jailed, beaten, or threatened with death.

B. Reports from Human Rights Groups & Other Media Sources

Reports from human rights groups generally agree that religious persecution in Eritrea is widespread and oppressive. Freedom House notes that no officials are ever prosecuted for torturing or abusing detainees and that religious freedom is very poor. Amnesty International’s 2008 online report on Eritrea lists many of the same religious freedom violations, specifically pointing out that the head of the Orthodox Church, under house arrest since 2006, was recently “transferred to secret security detention.” A second Amnesty report extensively documents violations, and a press release gives an overview of even more violations. The Human Rights Watch 2009 World Report also reports religious persecution and detention, the government’s refusal to register religious groups, prisoners in “unventilated cargo containers” subject to “extreme temperatures,” and interference with the Orthodox Church. The government has reportedly interfered with the Catholic Church, and in 2008, youths protesting confiscation of religious books at a military school were locked in shipping containers.
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Christians have come under increasing persecution recently, and news sources document numerous examples of persecution and detention, including more reports of cargo container detention. Compass Direct cites numerous examples of religious persecution, and even the authorized churches are more recently falling under persecution. Voice of the Martyrs reports that about 1,800 Christians are currently in prison, corroborates shipping container use, and cites Compass Direct reporting Christians dying in prisons for their faith. Christian Solidarity Worldwide also reports religious persecution, noting that about 2,000 Christians are currently held without charge.
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